**TACIT Puts On Fiery Show**

by Chris Campo

The TACIT House at 300 South Holliston caught fire the morning of Saturday, February 4th. Residents of the Blacker off-campus house at 312 South Holliston arrived at the apartment some time between 8:00 and 8:30 A.M. when a passing motorist stepped up to see the fire. The Blacker house residents that smoke was coming from the TACIT house. At least two engine companies (813 and 834) were present at the site to combat the fire.

The fire reportedly started on the second floor of the house and spread to the attic. According to the TACIT program save, the house has a tile roof preventing the fire from spreading outward. The flames destroyed props, a drafting table and cabinet, a collection of three to four hundred theater programs from various shows, drafting tools, the entire collection of TACIT periodicals, the ad, and suspenders as well as all of TACIT's custom-drafted 18th century patterns. Also destroyed in the fire were all the posters from the history of the TACIT program save for one sentence which will be taken to be framed by program director Shirley Mareus. "We lost Egret feathers and feathers from Birds of Paradise... a matching set of black quills, about three feet long, that we'd use for witches, warlocks, that sort of thing. Things you can't get anymore," said Mareus. Also destroyed, perhaps irreplaceably, from the room, smoke, and ash were Japanese wedding kimonos, Nigerian hats, and 18th century wigs. "The fire was very erratic," remarked Mareus. In a bathroom, "makeup burned and cracked as well as everything else in the room, while one roll of toilet paper was left untouched." Mareus said that the fire burned through the floor into the TACIT office and fell onto the desk in that room, destroying a typewriter and various documents. Also destroyed was a rebolx on which were printed the addresses of many people who had been involved with TACIT in the past. "Anyone involved with the program in the past or who would like to stay in touch with us should write us and leave an address because we've lost them all," placed Mareus.

Between fifty and sixty volunteers, mostly cast members and people associated with TACIT, worked from 2 P.M. until dark Saturday, moving salvageable items from the burned house in pickup trucks. Temporary storage was found in the old Tech offices, Waverly Warehouse, and Winnett Student Center.

"No pregnant women, people in white who might get soot on their clothes, or wimps," were allowed to help, said Mareus, and preparation for an upcoming show continued in spite of the fire. Among the people working to salvage items from the house were former MOSHes Christopher Brennan and Bob Oliver. "Dr. Chris Brennan was walking by while on a stroll Saturday morning and saw us standing in the rain with fire trucks pulled up alongside the house. He immediately ran and got on the phone to get us a lift gate truck and a place to store things. He showed up at 2 o'clock in his jeans to help us move things out of the house. He was wonderful," said Mareus.

At this time the place to which TACIT will relocate is uncertain. It is also uncertain whether the TACIT House will be repaired in the near future. Caltech, and therefore TACIT, is insured, and the insurance company has requested a list of all the items destroyed in the fire. According to Mareus, however, many of the objects and items lost are irreplaceable. Of utmost priority to her at this time, though, is getting on with preparations for the upcoming show, Bye Bye Birdie. "The show comes first - we'll worry about the insurance and all that later."

---

**CRIME BEAT**

**Incidents:**

1-27-89 Wilson Ave. near PACE parking lot. Pickup truck with broken window and stereo tampered with.

2-4-89 Fire at 300 S. Holliston, theatre arts building. (See headline story)

**Thefts:**

1-26-89 348 S. Catalina. Lock- ed bike stolen at corner of building.

1-27-89 Blacker House hallway. Unlocked bike stolen.

1-30-89 Third level of parking structure. Box of tools left for few minutes while owner pushed vehicle out of parking structure. The owner returned.

1-31-89 North Mud. Money was taken from a wallet.


2-3-89 Noyes Lab. Radio camera player stolen from the top of a desk.

2-3-89 South side of Creltin Lab. Peugeot bike stolen.

This week's security tip: Engrave your social security number on your stereo and other valuable items. The engraver is available from the security office.
by Josh Kurutz

Men's Discussion Group Forms

Men required modern men to alter their views about such roles and/or try to establish their male identity.

The purpose of the men's movement is to help men make those kinds of changes and/or try to establish their identity. It is also interested in investigating the causes of sex role differences, which are societal and psychological biological? The discussion group shares many of the same goals.

Future Topics O' Discussion

Quite a number of topics will be covered in the remaining seven meetings. For today's meeting, Dr. Pedersen will show a videotape entitled, "Men's Changing Roles," an overview of the men's movement. Other subjects may include the more pronounced qualities of the stereotypical male, men's emotional experiences, their concepts of their bodies, their involvement in sports, and their psychological development. Dr. Pedersen detailed each of these briefly.

Four qualities mentioned above are best represented by four "people." One is Clint Eastwood (more accurately, the character he plays), who personifies the emotionally repressed, "strong and silent" type. Another is Harry Truman, who considered a paragon of professional success. The third is Rambo, who embodies and plays to that aggression. The fourth is a boy who wanted to take up needlework. These four different roles in society of this sex role burden? In groups headed by Dr. Jon Pedersen and other psychologists, most of this kind of research will most likely encounter trouble. The discussion group shares many of the same goals.

Societal forces such as these stereotypes present a great impact on the male's psychological development, which will be another topic for discussion. The problems and benefits of how boys react to these sorts of messages will also be talked about.

Dr. Pedersen will present material relating to different approaches in the men's movement itself. There are differences of opinion among men's activists about the goals to be set for modern men and the means to satisfy those ambitions. For example, one faction seeks to cooperate with feminists to achieve its goals of equality between the sexes. Another feels that "feminist" values are overemphasized; men do not need to change, but to find their identity as men. Yet another group thinks the ultimate goal should be the elimination of all sex roles.

Clearly, there is a great deal to talk about. The meetings are held on Fridays at noon at the Caltech Health Center. Appointments are not needed; all men are encouraged to attend (especially those with Kantian "free-willess" view- points who thought they were always free to do what they wanted - I'll make it live discussion). After a few more meetings, there might be a special session at which women may attend.

LAEMMLE THEATRES

ESQUIRE

2670 E. Colorado Blvd.
(818) 793-6149

Golden Globe Winner

Max von Sydow

Pelle the Conqueror

Mon-Fri 6:15, 9:00 p.m.
Sat-Sun 12:30, 3:00, 6:15, 9:00 p.m.

ASCIFRidayNightMovie

"Best Picture"

National Society of Film Critics

The Unbearable Lightness of Being

Mon-Fri 5:15, 8:30 p.m.
Sat-Sun 2:00, 5:15, 8:30 p.m.

ASCIT FRIDAY NIGHT MOVIE

CAST:

Jared Leto

Billy Crudup

Kenarsen, Glenn Ench, Eri Hillel, Tane Lit, and Ed Nanale

Having defeated NO, we once again ask for your support in the runoff election on Friday. In choosing us, you'll be voting for emphasis on men's experiences, qualities we feel are important for the Social Activities Committee to possess. We want to be there to make the ASCIF movies an enjoyable experience for all. Thank you for your support.

ASCIT Secretary

Todd Schambner

I know what you're thinking. You're thinking, "Oh no, not another campaign statement. I think I'll just ignore this one." Before you turn the page, just let me mention a couple of things.

First, my name is Todd Schambner and (as you probably suspected by now) I am running for a position on the ASCIT BOD, namely secretary. Many people view ASCIT secretary as a position for someone not taking a lot of work. What they fail to realize is that most important thing the secretary does is vote in ASCIT policies.

Certainly, getting minutes of ASCIT meetings out promptly is important, but now more than ever, the secretary must be some­ one familiar with the administra­ tion and experienced in campus life. Since I was elected last year, the BOD has done a lot: new budget policies, bylaw changes, and most recently, extended discus­ sion with the Institute on the fu­ ture of undergraduate education. If elected, I will use this experience to make informed decisions on is­ sues which affect us all.

Our school is at a crossroads, and we need student leaders who know where we are going. Don't blow the future by making this decision another one of those any­ thing about it, then vote. Early or often, it doesn't matter, just do it.

The opinions expressed herein are strictly those of the writer. Letters and announcements are welcome. All correspondents should include their name and phone number and the intended date and time of publication. The California Tech reserves the right to abbreviate and edit letters for brevity or space considerations.

LAEMMLE THEATRES

COLORADO

2580 E. Colorado Blvd.
(818) 796-9704

"Best Picture"

National Society of Film Critics

The Unbearable Lightness of Being

Mon-Fri 5:15, 8:30 p.m.
Sat-Sun 2:00, 5:15, 8:30 p.m.

ASCIT Friday Night Movie

CAST:

Jared Leto

Billy Crudup

Kenarsen, Glenn Ench, Eri Hillel, Tane Lit, and Ed Nanale

Having defeated NO, we once again ask for your support in the runoff election on Friday. In choosing us, you'll be voting for emphasis on men's experiences, qualities we feel are important for the Social Activities Committee to possess. We want to be there to make the ASCIF movies an enjoyable experience for all. Thank you for your support.

ASCIT Secretary

Todd Schambner

I know what you're thinking. You're thinking, "Oh no, not another campaign statement. I think I'll just ignore this one." Before you turn the page, just let me mention a couple of things.

First, my name is Todd Schambner and (as you probably suspected by now) I am running for a position on the ASCIT BOD, namely secretary. Many people view ASCIT secretary as a position for someone not taking a lot of work. What they fail to realize is that most important thing the secretary does is vote in ASCIT policies.

Certainly, getting minutes of ASCIT meetings out promptly is important, but now more than ever, the secretary must be some­ one familiar with the administra­ tion and experienced in campus life. Since I was elected last year, the BOD has done a lot: new budget policies, bylaw changes, and most recently, extended discus­ sion with the Institute on the fu­ ture of undergraduate education. If elected, I will use this experience to make informed decisions on is­ sues which affect us all.

Our school is at a crossroads, and we need student leaders who know where we are going. Don't blow the future by making this decision another one of those any­ thing about it, then vote. Early or often, it doesn't matter, just do it.

The opinions expressed herein are strictly those of the writer. Letters and announcements are welcome. All correspondents should include their name and phone number and the intended date and time of publication. The California Tech reserves the right to abbreviate and edit letters for brevity or space considerations.
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ASCIT Social Activities Chair

Ken Andrews, Glenn Ench, Eri Hillel, Tane Lit, and Ed Nanale

Having defeated NO, we once again ask for your support in the runoff election on Friday. In choosing us, you'll be voting for emphasis on men's experiences, qualities we feel are important for the Social Activities Committee to possess. We want to be there to make the ASCIF movies an enjoyable experience for all. Thank you for your support.

ASCIT Secretary

Todd Schambner

I know what you're thinking. You're thinking, "Oh no, not another campaign statement. I think I'll just ignore this one." Before you turn the page, just let me mention a couple of things.

First, my name is Todd Schambner and (as you probably suspected by now) I am running for a position on the ASCIT BOD, namely secretary. Many people view ASCIT secretary as a position for someone not taking a lot of work. What they fail to realize is that most important thing the secretary does is vote in ASCIT policies.

Certainly, getting minutes of ASCIT meetings out promptly is important, but now more than ever, the secretary must be some­ one familiar with the administra­ tion and experienced in campus life. Since I was elected last year, the BOD has done a lot: new budget policies, bylaw changes, and most recently, extended discus­ sion with the Institute on the fu­ ture of undergraduate education. If elected, I will use this experience to make informed decisions on is­ sues which affect us all.

Our school is at a crossroads, and we need student leaders who know where we are going. Don't blow the future by making this decision another one of those any­ thing about it, then vote. Early or often, it doesn't matter, just do it.

The opinions expressed herein are strictly those of the writer. Letters and announcements are welcome. All correspondents should include their name and phone number and the intended date and time of publication. The California Tech reserves the right to abbreviate and edit letters for brevity or space considerations.

Printed by News-Type Service. Glendale, California.
Concert Review

by Tom Tromey

Haunted Garage/IREHOSE/Butthole Surfers - Fri. Jan 3 - UCLA

Haunted Garage is supposed to be the new name of the oncemaddeningly gothic rock - the next best thing to a goth, as one might well be, but for a band interested in the macabre they sure are silly. Unless you find men dressed as women or as bikers, or a lead singer who prances around the stage with a rubber corpse frightening. Of course they may dress like the Village People of punk to throw the dogs off the scent of their music which smells like the long-dead they worship.

IREHOSE is a local band which formed after the Minutemen broke up, and has managed to gather a fair-sized local following. Their music is pretty standard for the underground these days, and their set was uneventful. However the music is not painful and is in fact technically quite good. If they play for some cheap price or you like people-watching, go see them.

The Butthole Surfers really did present a wall of noise like the ones all those other reviews talk about but you never really experience. They also had two movie projec-
tors running simultaneously, displaying such old favorites as Charlie's Angels (upside down & backwards) and scenes from Dillucraft 2000. They played an excellent set, longer than most, to an extremely enthusiastic (but not sitting on his hands to hold his pants up and his shirts into his pants) audience.

The accomplishment, which earned Rickets a place in the Minutemen Hall of Fame, was the development of an economical method to extract copper from very low grade ore. This development, according to the California Tech's Interhouse Standings, is related to the accomplishments of Rickets' induction, he related the symposium of Rickets' life. For instance, Rickets founded Valley National Bank, which has since become the largest bank in Arizona. He was affectionately known as Bad Belt by those around him, because he wore his pants up and his shirts into his shirts to hold his pants up and his shirts into his pants.

For the presentation of the plaque, house president, Tom Tromey, was photographed accepting the award from Leon Silver youthful eye of Louis D. Rickets from the oil painting directly behind him. As a testament to the significance of Rickets' induction, a photographer from the Pasadena Star News was present to record the presentation of the plaque.

The evening was enjoyed by all and seemed to be a fitting tribute to the accomplishments of Rickets House founder, Louis D. Rickets.

Rickets Dinner

Last Thursday provided an escape from the monotony of BC dinners for Rickets House. The occasion was a dress dinner for the induction of Louis D. Rickets into the world-renowned Mining Hall of Fame. Since Rickets had no children and his entire estate was left to Caltech, it was decided that Rickets House would be the most appropriate place to conduct the induction.

In attendance were the Deans, the dapper Chris Brennen and the ever-ebullient Jeanne Noda. Aerodynamics professor and Rickets alum, Anthony Leonard was present, resplendent in his crimson Rickets dinner jacket, accompanied by his delightful wife.

The keynote speech was given by Leon Silver, W.M. Keck Foundation Professor for Resource Geology. Before the presentation of the copper plaque commemorating Rickets' induction, he related the symposium of Rickets' life. For instance, Rickets founded Valley National Bank, which has since become the largest bank in Arizona. He was affectionately known as Bad Belt by those around him, because he wore his pants up and his shirts into his pants to hold his pants up and his shirts into his pants.

The Butthole Surfers really did present a wall of noise like the ones all those other reviews talk about but you never really experience. They also had two movie projec-
tors running simultaneously, displaying such old favorites as Charlie's Angels (upside down & backwards) and scenes from Dillucraft 2000. They played an excellent set, longer than most, to an extremely enthusiastic (but not sitting on his hands to hold his pants up and his shirts into his pants) audience.

The accomplishment, which earned Rickets a place in the Minutemen Hall of Fame, was the development of an economical method to extract copper from very low grade ore. This development, according to the California Tech's Interhouse Standings, is related to the accomplishments of Rickets' induction, he related the symposium of Rickets' life. For instance, Rickets founded Valley National Bank, which has since become the largest bank in Arizona. He was affectionately known as Bad Belt by those around him, because he wore his pants up and his shirts into his pants to hold his pants up and his shirts into his pants.

For the presentation of the plaque, house president, Tom Tromey, was photographed accepting the award from Leon Silver youthful eye of Louis D. Rickets from the oil painting directly behind him. As a testament to the significance of Rickets' induction, a photographer from the Pasadena Star News was present to record the presentation of the plaque.

The evening was enjoyed by all and seemed to be a fitting tribute to the accomplishments of Rickets House founder, Louis D. Rickets.

WEEKLY SPORTS CALENDAR

WEEKLY SPORTS RESULTS

CALTECH BOOKSTORE’S ANNUAL SPRING SIDEWALK SALE

Thursday, February 16
Friday, February 17
10 A.M.–3 P.M.

Books in All Categories Drastically Reduced

Savings of 30%-90%

Compact Disc Clearance Sale
Buy 2 CDs's – Get a Third CD of Equal or Lesser Value at Half Price

Discount Videos, Gifts, & Supplies
**S**wimming
Caltech sets records, but loses
by John Raguin

Do you remember what you were doing on Saturday morning at 11:00 a.m. (probably sleeping—right)!!?? Well, some brave people at Caltech had a conference swim meet at our own Alumni Swimming Pool. Now, if you think back to Saturday, you will remember that when you woke up, it was raining and raining pretty hard at that. Well, it rained all Saturday day and the swim meet had to continue despite the rain. Now you might say, big deal, they were going to get wet in the pool anyway. Well, did you ever stand out in the rain in shorts? It is freezing cold!! Luckily, our gym has two pools so the swimmers could warm up in a heated pool and then dive into the other pool for their race. Unfortunately, the race pool, or "pool of death" as it was called this day, was about 7 degrees colder than the other pool!! Despite all these adversities to overcome, the meet went well and there were no major difficulties. Due to the rain, there were no girls to race. The men's team were junior Jim Taylor, sophomore Boyt Bangerter, and sophomore Barry Stipe. Their record time was 1:43.65 seconds.

Other immediate performances turned in were Dave Geraghty in the 1000 free with a time of 11:19.58. Taylor with a 58.15 in the 100 fly, with a 2.00.21 in the 100 back, Bangerter with a 23.11 in the 50 free, and Hayes again with a 1:54.81 in the 200 free. Also, Keith Miyake turned in good performances in the diving events, with a first in the 3m dive and a second in the 1m dive. The only sad note of the meet was that due to the rain, there were no Claremont or Occidental fans (girls) who came to the meet and the men's team was very disappointed.

Bacon, Ham or Sausage
Two Eggs
Hash Browns
Toast and Jelly

**CHANDLER DINING HALL**
The Best Food for the Best Price

**Breakfast Special**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bacon, Ham or Sausage</td>
<td>$1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two Eggs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hash Browns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toast and Jelly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fried Chicken Special**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 pieces of fried chicken</td>
<td>$2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French fries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salad Bar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Only $1.95
For Only $2.25

**Basketball Wins**
by the Lazy Sloth

After taking Friday off for the SCIAC all-star break and celebrating with a slam-dunk contest (won by our very own Warren Emery), the Amazing Basketball Bears destroyed Redlands J.V. 67-53 as thousands of Redlands' fans looked on in horror. There was never any doubt about the outcome as Caltech maintained a ten-point lead throughout the game. After witnessing the game, legendary basketball player Bob Cousy commented: "It was better than sex!"

The scoring leaders were Bill Swozenn with 17, Jason Karceski with 12, and George Papa with 11. Solid performances also came from Aram Kalostian (7), Sean Hillyard (6), and Brad Scott (4). Dan Kollmorgen and Alex Duncan came strong off the bench to score 2 apiece.

The highlights of the game included George Papa's amazing naked-eye performance by playing without his contact lenses. Brad Scott made an equally amazing effort while playing without his underwear. And in a surprise play, Aram Kalostian actually pulled up to take a short jump shot instead of trampling his hapless enemies with his usual layup.

This was the first game of the second round of conference competition. Caltech is currently 2 and 1 in the conference and will play Occidental this Friday at 7:30 p.m. Upcoming, there will be a sock hop sponsored by the cheerleaders following the final home game of the season against Whittier.

ATTENTION MATH STUDENTS:

Hewitt Associates is coming to your campus. . .

CAREER DAY
February 16, 1989

ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
February 23, 1989

We are a leading management consulting firm specializing in employee benefits, compensation, communication, and related human resource functions. Hewitt Associates is included in the publication "The 100 Best Companies to Work for in America."

We offer graduating seniors an exciting opportunity as an ACTUARIAL CONSULTANT TRAINEE in our Professional Centers throughout the country: Santa Ana, CA; Rowayton, CT; Atlanta, GA; Lincolnville, ME; Boston, MA; Morrisville, NJ; The Woodlands, TX.

ATTENDANTS are highly respected business professionals who use mathematical skills to define, analyze, and solve financial problems. Their future looks bright:

* Being an actuary was recently rated as one of the best jobs.

The demand for actuaries is expected to exceed the availability for the foreseeable future.

See Your Placement Office For Details.

February 10, 1989
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SPORTS

Better Than Sex!
by Ari Kaplan

Last Tuesday, the Caltech baseball team had a game the Dwight Berg called "a momentous game in my career". The Tech sluggers, playing LaVerne's J.V., fell to a 6-0 deficit early in the game. However, the Beavers fought back to lead 9-8, then Brian Colder sealed the game as he pitched three innings of shutout ball for the win.

A bonus highlight of the day was a monster smash by Jim Burleigh to put CIT back into the game. Later in the game, some random LaVerne player droved the ball to deep center, ran around the bases, and headed in to score. However, as the ball approached the plate, the runner slipped in a blooper, leftfielder from Burleigh's at bat and missed the bag. Overall, the game was a success. As Jimbob put it, "Golly! It was better than sex!"

The Caltech baseball team now has a 1-2 record. Come support the baseball team at their next game; a doubleheader at home versus Menlo College starting at noon on Saturday.

February 10, 1989
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**Chandler Dining Hall**
The Best Food for the Best Price

**Breakfast Special**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bacon, Ham or Sausage</td>
<td>$1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two Eggs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hash Browns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toast and Jelly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fried Chicken Special**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 pieces of fried chicken</td>
<td>$2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French fries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salad Bar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Only $1.95
For Only $2.25

We are a leading management consulting firm specializing in employee benefits, compensation, communication, and related human resource functions. Hewitt Associates is included in the publication "The 100 Best Companies to Work for in America."

We offer graduating seniors an exciting opportunity as an ACTUARIAL CONSULTANT TRAINEE in our Professional Centers across the country: Santa Ana, CA; Rowayton, CT; Atlanta, GA; Lincolnville, ME; Boston, MA; Morrisville, NJ; The Woodlands, TX.

ATTENDANTS are highly respected business professionals who use mathematical skills to define, analyze, and solve financial problems. Their future looks bright:

* Being an actuary was recently rated as one of the best jobs.

The demand for actuaries is expected to exceed the availability for the foreseeable future.

See Your Placement Office For Details.
The California Tech
FEBRUARY 10, 1989

THE CALIFORNIA TECH NEEDS YOU!

It's the 76th anniversary of the Tech's founding—and the beginning of a new era. New editors have been elected—now they want you (and you and you) for their staff.

Here are some of the staff positions currently available:

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

The Boss. Responsible for the content of all editorial matter, and production for each issue. With the responsibility comes being the most influential student on campus. Your paper is must-reading on Fridays in such places as the student houses and Parsons-Gates. Plus, you get a salary.

WRITERS

News stories. Interviews. Feature stories. Caltech is a veritable gold mine for stories. Things are happening here. Want to see new movies or plays for free, and before anyone else does? Become an entertainment reviewer. Want to see Caltech athletic events for free? Become a sports writer.

PHOTOGRAPHERS

We supply the B&W film. You take the pictures. Our darkroom facilities are available for your personal use, too.

PROOFREADERS

Do little typos annoy you? How about strange and nonsensical grammatical constructions you don't like run-on sentences, either? Become a proofreader for the Tech. See your name spelled correctly in the staff box.

PRODUCTION CREW

A heroic group of volunteers, who give up "The Cosby Show" and even "L.A. Law" to make sure that the Tech is delivered, warm and fresh, to your student house lounge every Friday morning. Under the direction of the editor-in-chief, you can layout and paste-up pages, write headlines and photo captions, even present Bloom County in never-before-seen formats. Learn to typeset your term paper with 1200 dpi resolution.

ADVERTISING MANAGER

Determine how much white space the editorial side will get. Layout and paste-up the advertising early each week. You also coordinate the efforts of the advertising sales staff, and get paid commissions, too!

ADVERTISING SALES STAFF

Want to make some money in your spare time? Sell ads for the Tech! This job can take as much or as little time as you want to put into it. Of course, the more ads you bring in, the greater the reward (that is, commissions). This isn't as hard as it sounds; we need people to just handle the telephone calls we get from people who already want to advertise.

Come on down! — to Room 40 SAC, on Tuesday or Wednesday evening, and meet our new editors. It's not just another extracurricular activity, it's an adventure.
Would You Like To Add Anything?

Microsoft will be interviewing on campus for full-time and summer internship positions Friday, February 17, 1989. See the Career Development Center for more details.

Also, see us at Career Day, Thursday, February 16.

We are an equal opportunity employer.
"The work at Microsoft is both interesting and challenging. I’m never bored and have been rewarded by seeing good ideas turned into good products. The opportunity to contribute to projects at Microsoft is not limited by the scope of the task, but by one’s creativity and stamina.

"The Seattle area is incredibly diverse. You can live in the middle of downtown Seattle, farm country in eastern King County or anything in between (both are less than a 30 minute drive from Microsoft). You could also choose to live in an apartment, condominium or house less than 5 minutes from the corporate campus."

— Steve Shaiman, General Manager, Hardware Group
CalTech, BS '72

"My work involves CD-ROM systems software and I’m responsible for all aspects of my project, which I started from scratch. The environment at Microsoft is intense—but easy going. If you’re a developer, as long as you do your job well, you can work in pajamas if you want. The Seattle area is gorgeous. I can’t think of anywhere else to live. The only problem might be traffic, but with flexible hours you can avoid the jam. There’s tons to do, especially if you like the outdoors or water sports. It’s also cheaper up here. I bought a four bedroom house I could not afford in the Bay Area."

— Dan Newell, Software Design Engineer
Stanford, BS EE '83 MS candidate EE/CS

"Working at Microsoft means working with the best programmers around. You’re always challenged, and always learning. By the same token, you don’t waste time talking to people who don’t understand. Because all our managers are programmers too."

— Doug Klunder, Software Design Engineer
MIT, BS CS '81

"As an OS/2 Program Manager, I am responsible for setting the technical agenda for the future of OS/2. My goal at the company is to make developers using OS/2 happy — whether by adding or changing system calls, developing new tools, or fixing minor technical oversights. It’s a real nice mix — I am in a very technical position, yet I don’t spend my days coding. Instead, I tackle high-level design issues, then negotiate them with the development team and sometimes other companies, such as IBM."

— Michael Hyman, OS/2 Program Manager
Princeton, EE/CS '87
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Bloom County
by Berke Breathed

Suddenly little Adolph slips out of Mrs. Hitler's hands and falls head first down a flight of stairs. Thus was the beginning of fascism.

When I said prepare to die I didn't mean literally.

I guess I'd better break out the frozen dinners. It looks like your father's "brilliant" plan didn't work.
The Inside World:

This week's Inside World was brought to you by:

Blacker: Marty O'Brien and Mark Huie
Dabney: David A. Edwards
Planning: Pierre Wetter
Lloyd: Curt Hagenlocher and Garrett Choi
Ricketts: John Raguin

Lloyd
Lloyd ExComm minutes, 2/6/89

Tom Capellari is not present, but assurances are made that he will attend in the future.

Jack calls the meeting to order at 11:02 pm.

Jack (wearing backwards baseball cap): "The role of ExComm is very important. All the babes just can't get enough of me. They're tearing my clothes off. Annetta is so hot. What legs! I would kill to touch those legs."

Alan (wearing shirt): "If anyone steals from the toolroom, I'll tackle them and rip their fucking head off."

Curt (library.lloyd.caltech.edu): "Houselists are done. I hate computers. I do, I really do. I wish they'd never been invented. Damn! cit-vax is down again! Now I can't read any mail!"

Jeff: "What the hell does that have to do with the social team budget? What's this $100 bill for movie night, Steve? You guys spent way too much money on that."

Steve C. (Fun Fun Fun): "Blow it out your ear, Jeff."

Kurt (looking like Dave Townsend): "(mumble mumble)"

Raif Majeed (looking casual): "Hi! I'm happy to be here today."

Doug Corcoran (looking like Dave Jetter): "Disco in three weeks?"

Maria: "Quit touching me, Jack."

Randy: "See, there's like around-campus races, right? Like 3-legged stuff..."

Steve C.: "Let's take a trip to the zoo."

Steve M.: (looking preppy) "I love the zoo; I met my girlfriend there. It's so much fun. It's great."

Alan: "Yeah, but they might not let us back out again."

Randy: "You guys think that idea is bad, don't you?"

Steve M.: "... and Patty Pratt as houseguest..."

Jack: "... she's so hot. She wants me. I can feel it."

Paul: "And instead of getting ten magazines for the library this time, we decided to get Jane's Defense Weekly for $600/year."

Social Team: "We want Newsweek!"
VP, Secretary, Treasurer: "Time!"
Social Team: "Newsweek!"
Others: "Time!"

Curt: "What about Byrne?

Randy (everyone else): "Shut up, you compugEEK!"

Randy: "You guys don't like my idea. I can tell."

Keith: "Capellari will be here next week, I promise."

Jack adjourns the meeting at 11:06 pm.
Inside World continued

Ricketts

Well, I guess I should talk about Ricketts. We have had a pretty uneventful week, but what do you expect from Caltech? Well, our phone night was completed with success. One thousand bucks in the pocket of our social team. The only question now is what they are going to do with it. With Apache only two weeks away, the band is still in limbo. Cooke, our supreme social dude, says that he is still affinating to auditions tape. He has no idea about music so we should have someone else listen to the tape. Anyone who listens to 50’s music must have no taste in modern bands? Hey, we picked him, so I guess we are stuck with him.

Speaking of offices, elections are less than a month away. That means that you truly get this Ath team burden off my shoulders and on some sucker frosh. Don’t worry Paul San Clemente, we are sure to pick you! We know how much you would love to do the job.

Kitt and Frank are continuing the purity countdown. I think their number is down to 65 or so now. It gets more difficult because you begin to need more people, more dates, more animals, to show blood in, to get into parties, etc. (If you don’t understand, forget about it!) I think they can still lower their number significantly, though. Rumor has it that Sam & Dallas would have an incredibly low number on the same test. Impressive.

Now for some gossip: Laura Smith got drunk for the first time this weekend. My brother helped her so I have already called her parents and they told her she is grounded for a month and has to cut hair and tomatoes at every meal. Kurz, for other reasons, has to eat squash and coconut. I am sure they will thank me for it.

As for other hot gossip, Diane and Kirk were seen unpacking on a date this weekend. I asked Diane for a pen before she left and noticed handbills in her pocketbook. Well, that’s what I thought I saw. I could be mistaken though.

Ricketts is quickly becoming the most athletic house on campus. After our 5th place Ultimate Finale and 4th place track finish, we have our sights set on Flushing. We have our Ricketts shirts, hats, sweatpants, banners, and official Ricketts signature model frisbees on sale. Just $19.95 to Room 51. Ricketts. Jerry will thank you for it! (He might even give you a short.)

Until next week!
—Ben Johnson Hicks

—You Look Darbelous

Inside World continued

The editors say that if I don’t finish writing this by midnight, they’ll write an article for us. They’re going to call it the Inside World Continued.

The more knowledgeable upperclassmen answer, “Why, that’s what I thought I saw. I could be mistaken though.

Speaking of offices, elections are less than a month away. That means that you truly get this Ath team burden off my shoulders and on some sucker frosh. Don’t worry Paul San Clemente, we are sure to pick you! We know how much you would love to do the job.

Kitt and Frank are continuing the purity countdown. I think their number is down to 65 or so now. It gets more difficult because you begin to need more people, more dates, more animals, to show blood in, to get into parties, etc. (If you don’t understand, forget about it!) I think they can still lower their number significantly, though. Rumor has it that Sam & Dallas would have an incredibly low number on the same test. Impressive.

Now for some gossip: Laura Smith got drunk for the first time this weekend. My brother helped her so I have already called her parents and they told her she is grounded for a month and has to cut hair and tomatoes at every meal. Kurz, for other reasons, has to eat squash and coconut. I am sure they will thank me for it.

As for other hot gossip, Diane and Kirk were seen unpacking on a date this weekend. I asked Diane for a pen before she left and noticed handbills in her pocketbook. Well, that’s what I thought I saw. I could be mistaken though.

Ricketts is quickly becoming the most athletic house on campus. After our 5th place Ultimate Finale and 4th place track finish, we have our sights set on Flushing. We have our Ricketts shirts, hats, sweatpants, banners, and official Ricketts signature model frisbees on sale. Just $19.95 to Room 51. Ricketts. Jerry will thank you for it! (He might even give you a short.)

Until next week!
—Ben Johnson Hicks

A Sophomore’s Fantasy

(Don’t worry, boys and girls. The American College Health Association has certified fantasy to be “safe”.)

Boy, I can’t wait until I graduate. There are so many advantages to being a senior. I don’t have to do the 95 homework which is due on Monday morning. I get to hang around the house all the time because though I theoretically have a class I am really free all the time. I get to miss classes and do nothing. I get to hang out with my friends and have fun. I don’t have to go to the office a lot and I can do anything I want. I can stay up all night if I want. I don’t have to worry about music or science or anything. I just get to hang out and enjoy life.

Yes, Virginia, the old days are over. The Age of the College Student is beginning. We can do anything we want. We can get away with anything. We can be free. We can be happy. We can be young and sexy.

Yes, Virginia, the old days are over. The Age of the College Student is beginning. We can do anything we want. We can get away with anything. We can be free. We can be happy. We can be young and sexy.

A University of California student, John Smith, was recently caught in the act of stealing a diploma from the registrar’s office. Smith, a senior majoring in Political Science, was seen leaving the office with the diploma under his arm.

The police were able to catch Smith on camera, and he was later arrested. Smith is expected to face charges of theft and identity theft.

PC HOUSE

A computer manufacturer and Service Center Special for Students and Faculty

*Systems:
XT: 10 MHz Turbo XT
AT: 12 MHz 286 AT
16 MHz 286 AT
386: 20 MHz 386

*Printer: Epson, Panasonic, and HP
*Hard Disk and Drive: TEAC and Seagate
*Monitor: Mono, EGA, VGA, and Multisync

Show this ad for special prices

10 MHz TURBO XT
12 MHz 286AT (SI-13.5) or 16 MHz Baby 286 (SI-13.5)
104477 Turbo Speed Interface
640KB Memory
Super XT Case/Electric Fret/Reset
Special Supply
FD Controller
Two 300KB 1/4 Drive
Keyboard
Video Card & Monitor

*Mono: $670
*EGA: $1000

$7 SPECIAL!
Any 12" 2-item original pizza from Domino’s Pizza for only $7.00 Each additional item $1.00 Includes tax. One coupon per pizza. Not valid with any other offer. Valid at this location only. Expires in two weeks.

Fast, Free Delivery™
797-3030
6335 Arroyo Pkwy., Pasadena

$10 SPECIAL!
Any 16" 2-item original pizza from Domino’s Pizza for only $10.00 Each additional item $1.50 Includes tax. One coupon per pizza. Not valid with any other offer. Valid at this location only. Expires in two weeks.

Fast, Free Delivery™
797-3030
6335 Arroyo Pkwy., Pasadena

FEED YOUR STUDY
GROUP WITHOUT CHEATING ON YOUR BUDGET.

Domino’s Pizza® has every subject covered. We’ll crank out a fresh, hot pizza made to order. We only use the freshest ingredients, real cheese, and our own special sauce. And we’ll deliver it in 30 minutes or less at a price that will keep you right on schedule.

Call Us! 797-3030
6335 Arroyo Pkwy., Pasadena

Hours: 11 am-1 am Sun-Thurs. 11 am-2 am Fri & Sat. OPEN FOR LUNCH EVERYDAY

$7 Special:
12" 2-item original pizza from Domino’s Pizza
$10 Special:
16" 2-item original pizza from Domino’s Pizza

Limited delivery area.

The California Tech
IHC Minutes

7:30 2-8-89

Present: Dwight, Rob, Janbob, Jackboy, Larry Cheng, Cliff, Julie Sheridan, Jon Hankis, Jimmy Hauck, Wilde, Mark, Dan, Steve Farris, Lyttle and Socolow.

Julie Sheridan mentioned an upcoming dinner at the AHS. Margaret Rosner, a famous historian speaking about “Women in Science," March 1st at 6:30. At least one person from each house should go, talk to your president.

Wilde says that Marda wants presidents to tell their secretaries to tell Sheila if there are any room changes.

Last fire alarm was set off by Flemis throwing frisbees in the halls.

Suggestions to avoid this in­clude velcro, duct tape or only leaving them up for safety inspections.

Nothing else. Meeting ends 7:38 2-8-89.

Schramberger comes late and takes all the food.

The most exciting roompick was that of the lounge with this confused look on their faces. “What,” the poor souls ask, “are we supposed to do?” The other editors say that if I don’t finish writing this by midnight, they’ll write an article for us. They’re going to call it the Inside World Continued.

The editors say that if I don’t finish writing this by midnight, they’ll write an article for us. They’re going to call it the Inside World Continued.
Fleming

Here we are again: Well, this weekend is Wine & Sex, so all 19 lucky couples will be having the time of their lives in the Fleming courtyard. Those not选定 their time of the lives will be winning the Duckbaster trophy from some other house. The ahs team says we can write interhouse envy, even with fresh on the first line is football. Well, that is logical. Let's... Let me look that up in my little T. WHAT LITTLE T THE LITTLE T ENDORSER ARE LITTLE BUMS.

Yes, you guessed it, this year's theme is "WHAT PIES ME OFF" with Richard Fannon. Our first constant is Brian Davis. Let her be for Brian. (Yay) Or Brian, your first question is, "How many times has Pierce heard the farm alarms go off this week?" Well Rich, I'll have to say five times, YOU'RE RIGHT! Three times in Fleming and once when he was down in the Coffeehouse. Let her be for Brian. (Yay) Or Brian, your next question is, "Which Pierce does more math, Physical Plant, or The Housing Office?" Well Rich, I'd have to say that Pierce hates The Housing Office more, cause Physical Plant at least changes the lightbulbs in the hallway, but the Housing office doesn't do ANYTHING. You're right again Brian.

And now, the third and final Super-Bonus-Razzmatazz Question, "What is Daniels?" Umm... A GEEK! No Brian, that's Bill Swanson, you loser. Don't fret however, because as your commemorative prize, you will receive an all-expense-paid Grand Tour! By the way, I know I promised you last week to tell you how to rewire your own t.v., but don't forget, I promised you last week to tell you how to rewire your own t.v., and once when he was down in the Coffeehouse. Let's hear it for Brian. (Yay!) Ok, Brian, your final question is, "Tracey's "No one would steal this hunk of shit" bike and Huie's "It's got your car toll" bike and the Caltech dinner theater ticket and the Donor's Conference?" Well Rich, I'd have to say that Pierce hates The Housing Office more, cause Physical Plant at least changes the lightbulbs in the hallway, but the Housing office doesn't do ANYTHING. You're right again Brian.

Top Ten Things to do in Alley Five

1. Pay Nationals Tow Tennis
2. Win.

9. Wonder Years
10. More Physical Plant.

Walla Ch's Training Women

Jose, chairperson

Hurwitz

TV.
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Carnegie Summer Biomedical Program

The Department of Biological Sciences is offering a summer undergraduate research program for students who are interested in research careers in the biological and biomedical sciences and who aspire to attain a Ph.D. Students who have completed their junior year and who have strong academic records in the sciences will be considered.

Research experience is helpful but is not necessary. Students selected into the program will receive a stipend of $900 per week and will spend 10 weeks working with a faculty member of the Carnegie Mellon laboratories. As an application and a complete description of the program, including a list of the participating laboratories and applicant forms, contact the Carnegie Mellon Office. The Jackson Laboratory, 600 Main Ave, P.O. Box 1388, Bar Harbor, ME 04601.

Summer Biomedical Program

The Jackson Laboratory of Bar Harbor, Maine, dedicated to the understanding of biomedical research. Each student conducts research in the laboratory of a sponsoring scientist investigating a fundamental question in biomedical research. Each student is provided with a faculty mentor, a laboratory, a research project, and research support. The program is designed to be a six-week program (two months, long term) in resource centers that provide research opportunities for students, educators and businesses in Bar Harbor and the greater Bar Harbor area to further explore entrepreneurship and the development of spin-off businesses.

Sloeh's

TAPC presents the annual Caltech/JPL Aerospace Industry Tour. The tour will depart Coffeehouse at 10 a.m. on Thursday, February 23, 1989, and will visit several aerospace and defense companies. Following the tour, there will be a tour of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The tour is limited to the first 50 students to sign up. For further information and application forms contact the Career Development Office, The Jackson Laboratory, 600 Main Ave, P.O. Box 1388, Bar Harbor, ME 04601.

Summer Biomedical Program

The Jackson Laboratory of Bar Harbor, Maine, dedicated to the understanding of biomedical research. Each student conducts research in the laboratory of a sponsoring scientist investigating a fundamental question in biomedical research. Each student is provided with a faculty mentor, a laboratory, a research project, and research support. The program is designed to be a six-week program (two months, long term) in resource centers that provide research opportunities for students, educators and businesses in Bar Harbor and the greater Bar Harbor area to further explore entrepreneurship and the development of spin-off businesses.

Sloeh's

TAPC presents the annual Caltech/JPL Aerospace Industry Tour. The tour will depart Coffeehouse at 10 a.m. on Thursday, February 23, 1989, and will visit several aerospace and defense companies. Following the tour, there will be a tour of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The tour is limited to the first 50 students to sign up. For further information and application forms contact the Career Development Office, The Jackson Laboratory, 600 Main Ave, P.O. Box 1388, Bar Harbor, ME 04601.

Summer Biomedical Program

The Jackson Laboratory of Bar Harbor, Maine, dedicated to the understanding of biomedical research. Each student conducts research in the laboratory of a sponsoring scientist investigating a fundamental question in biomedical research. Each student is provided with a faculty mentor, a laboratory, a research project, and research support. The program is designed to be a six-week program (two months, long term) in resource centers that provide research opportunities for students, educators and businesses in Bar Harbor and the greater Bar Harbor area to further explore entrepreneurship and the development of spin-off businesses.

Sloeh's

TAPC presents the annual Caltech/JPL Aerospace Industry Tour. The tour will depart Coffeehouse at 10 a.m. on Thursday, February 23, 1989, and will visit several aerospace and defense companies. Following the tour, there will be a tour of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The tour is limited to the first 50 students to sign up. For further information and application forms contact the Career Development Office, The Jackson Laboratory, 600 Main Ave, P.O. Box 1388, Bar Harbor, ME 04601.
More Engineering Money
Equal Opportunities Publications, Inc. offers the WorkMailbox program, a newsletter designed to honor outstanding women, minority, or handicapped students majoring in Engineering. For information contact the Financial Aid Office.

National Roofing Bucks
The National Roofing Foundation offers a $400 scholarship for full-time students enrolled in architecture, engineering, or other construction-related disciplines. Applications and information are available from Robert Amos, Scholarships Coordinator, National Roofing Foundation, 6250 River Road, Rosemont, Illinois 60018.

Play With Money
MICROAGE/PASADENA is looking for sales people. Knowledge of PCs and software is essential. The position is a challenging opportunity to study the computer industry. Send C.V. and references to: Maria Courogen, Dept. of Biostructure, SM-20, Caltech, 1200 E California Blvd, Pasadena, CA 91125.

Polish Workshop
The Danville/Alamo Branch of the American Association of University Women is offering a $400 scholarship for full-time study in the fields of science, mathematics, and business. The deadline is March 21, 1989. For more information contact the Financial Aid Office.

Postdoc Writing Workshop
If your club or organization receives new members, you may apply for the first or second prize of $250 price of a Macintosh computer. For information contact the Financial Aid Office on a limited to no more than three entries. All entries are due the first week of March.

CLASSIFIED ADS
MONEY-MAKING OPPORTUNITIES
SACPing-Pong, Air Hockey
SAC Ping-Pong, Air Hockey at 7:30 pm in Baxter Lecture Hall. Note: those not entitled to receive one may also take one and be billed $24 by the Big T. SAC plans to offer one and be billed $24 by the Big T.

Go Red Cross Disaster Training
Red Cross Disaster Volunteers are trained and ready to respond to assist the victims of any man-made or natural disaster every day of the year. Emergency food, shelter, medical attention, and other assistance is provided to disaster victims in order that they regain self-sufficiency as quickly as possible.

Women's Job Training Program
This week's showing in Prof. Giddings' Film Series will be "Red Clouds" (directed by Neurath). The showing will be on Monday, Feb. 13 at 7:30 pm in Pascale Lecture Hall.

Fly Free
Did you ever want to learn how to fly a small airplane? Now's your chance! Operation Crossroads is sponsoring a Free Flying contest...the Prize-$600; Fourth Prize-$500; and Fifth Prize-$400. To receive an entry blank, call (213) 824-9941.

Free Flying
If your club or organization receives new members, you may apply for the first or second prize of $250 price of a Macintosh computer. For information contact the Financial Aid Office.

SPERM DONORS NEEDED
Students/Faculty Earn $1 to $50 per week West Los Angeles location (call) 213-824-9941

PARIAN TRAVEL
Calltech Officially Approved
Most professional, courteous, economical and efficient service for your official and personal travel needs.

Free to service you.

Airlines, Cruises, Tours, Hotels. Car Rentals.

Individual, Commercial, Groups.

(818) 577-8200

468 S. Sierra Madre Boulevard, Pasadena

SAC HAS BIG T'S
Want to receive a BIG T? If you are a finding one time fee, call (213) 873-3303 and register, rush $2.00 for registration and include a video as well as a question and answer period. For information, please call the Pasadena chapter of the American Red Cross at (818) 799-0641.

MORE SCHOLARSHIPS FOR CALTECH FEMALE STUDENTS
The American Association of University Women Laboratories is offering scholarships to one $4000 scholarship for full-time students enrolled in architecture, engineering, or other construction-related disciplines. Applications and information are available from Robert Amos, Scholarships Coordinator, National Roofing Foundation, 6250 River Road, Rosemont, Illinois 60018.

Red Cross Disaster Training
Red Cross Disaster Volunteers are trained and ready to respond to assist the victims of any man-made or natural disaster every day of the year. Emergency food, shelter, medical attention, and other assistance is provided to disaster victims in order that they regain self-sufficiency as quickly as possible.
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This week's showing in Prof. Giddings' Film Series will be "Red Clouds" (directed by Neurath). The showing will be on Monday, Feb. 13 at 7:30 pm in Pascale Lecture Hall.

Fly Free
Did you ever want to learn how to fly a small airplane? Now's your chance! Operation Crossroads is sponsoring a Free Flying contest...the Prize-$600; Fourth Prize-$500; and Fifth Prize-$400. To receive an entry blank, call (213) 824-9941.

Free Flying
If your club or organization receives new members, you may apply for the first or second prize of $250 price of a Macintosh computer. For information contact the Financial Aid Office.

SPERM DONORS NEEDED
Students/Faculty Earn $1 to $50 per week West Los Angeles location (call) 213-824-9941

PARIAN TRAVEL
Calltech Officially Approved
Most professional, courteous, economical and efficient service for your official and personal travel needs.

Free to service you.

Airlines, Cruises, Tours, Hotels. Car Rentals.

Individual, Commercial, Groups.

(818) 577-8200

468 S. Sierra Madre Boulevard, Pasadena